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In this paper we consider univalent holomorphic maps of E n , the unit disk in C n . We generalize Wilf's subordinating factor sequences to functions on E n and use this characterization to obtain a covering theorem and bounds for convex mappings in O.
1Φ Introduction* Let K n denote the class of functions F which are holomorphic and univalent in E" = {z = (z lf , z n ): Max^^ | z t | <1}, maps E n onto a convex region in C n , and satisfy F(0) -0 and the Jacobian J of the mapping F is nonsingular. Let G and H be holomorphic in E n . If G(E n )aH (E n 
), then G is subordinate to H(G < H). If F = (F 19
, F n ) e K n then each F t has an expansion of the form In this paper we characterize the sequences {c n ... Vn Then we obtain a covering theorem and bounds for convex mappings.
For n = 1, the class if 1 is the classical family of univalent functions F(z) = Σ?=ι α fc^f c which maps the unit disk onto a convex domain. Wilf [4] has characterized the sequences {c k } (subordinating factor sequences) such that h(z) = Σ c k^k^k is subordinate to f(z) = Σ?=i tt^& whenever feK 1 . For w > 1, Suffridge [3] has given the following characterization of the class K n .
THEOREM A. From Theorem 1 we have that if {C fc } e ^"**, then for each k the rows of C k are indentical. For the n x n matrices C k we will use the notation Using Theorem 1 we are now able to characterize class We may write Proof. If G% < F for all FeK n , then the sequence {B k } belongs to ^n. This says that the rows of each B k are indentical by Theorem 1. Hence the Jacobian of G will be identically zero. Thus G* is not subordinate to F for all FeK n . Let T = (t t j) be a n x n nonsingular matrix. Let K be the functions f eK 
